Instructions Manual Ver 1.00

SET-200 Rack Sotto Multi-Starter Set
LV-210 Rack Sotto Base Unit

Thank you for purchasing this Snow Peak product. This product is a sofa, cot, chair, and storage shelf designed for outdoor use. In
order to ensure your safety when using this product, please read these instructions carefully before use. Please be sure to keep this
document for future reference. If there is an item in the instructions that you do not understand, or if you find a fault in the product,
stop use immediately and consult the store where you purchased this product or contact our User Service department.
Contents of Set (Names of Parts)
Please check the contents of the set after you purchase it. If anything is missing, please contact our User Service department.
Velcro tape (2 × 3 sets)

Velcro tape × 2

Cushion × 4

Base unit × 3
Base unit
Instruction manual
(this document)
LV-210 Rack Sotto Base Unit Contents of Set

Backrest pipe
(2 × 2 sets)
Backrest × 2

Instruction manual
(this document)
SET-200 Rack Sotto Multi-Starter Set Contents of Set

[Base Unit Details]
Elastic cord

Handle

Leg

Top

Safety belt

Leg

Leg clasp

Bottom

Base unit top (plastic part)

Rear elastic cord hook

Leg connection

Specifications
Base unit

Cushion

Backrest

Materials:
Size:
Weight:
Materials:
Size:
Weight:
Materials:
Size:
Weight:

Polypropylene ABS, aluminum alloy
750×500×300(h) mm (during use), 750×500×60(h) mm (during storage)
2.5kg
Polyester (outer material), nylon, urethane foam (padding)
500×750×70(h) mm
1kg
Polyester canvas, aluminum alloy, plywood, polyethylene, polyacetal
600×250×35(h) mm
1kg

Leg connection hole

Safety Precautions: Please read thoroughly before use in order to use safely and avoid expected accidents.
DANGER: Indicates actions from which life-threatening, major accidents are clearly expected.
■ When transporting the main unit by vehicle as a storage shelf
- Put the unit into the storage shelf / transportation state as instructed in the “Method of Use” section.
- Ensure that it does not obstruct the rear window or side windows.
- Ensure that the main unit and its contents do not fall out of the vehicle while the vehicle is moving.
- Keep multiple units unstacked and level if driving on bumpy roads. Otherwise, they may become damaged or tip over.
- Besides these instructions, also observe all traffic laws.
■ Other dangers
- If you are using this product in combination with any separately sold accessories, thoroughly read the instruction manual for
each item first.
WARNING: Indicates conditions which may lead to death or injury of the user if the product is mishandled.
● The plastic part of this product may deteriorate due to ultraviolet light, be damaged by strong impact, etc. Inspect for cracks,
partially whitened areas, and other abnormalities prior to use. If you discover any abnormalities, discontinue use.
● The maximum load of this product is 130kg per base unit (when used as a sofa, cot, or chair). When used as a storage shelf,
do not stack more than 3 units, and do not exceed a maximum load of 20kg per base unit.
● If a large load is placed on the base unit (plastic part) when the unit is being used on a carpet or other floor surface on which
the legs can easily slip, the unit may be damaged and tip over. After setting up the base unit, gently move it back and forth with
both hands. If the surface is slippery, do not use the unit there.
● This product’s plastic part and fabric are not flame-retardant. Be careful when using near lanterns, burners, fires, and other
high-temperature objects which may cause deformation or fire.
● Do not attempt to modify this product. Doing so may decrease its strength or durability, impairing its functionality.
● There are edges on parts of the back of the base unit. Be careful not to injure your hands.
CAUTION: Indicates actions which may lead to injury, damage to this product, or damage to other items.
● When using this product, select a sturdy, flat area that is not bumpy or sloped.
● When using this product as a sofa or chair, sit such that your back is in contact with the backrest.
● When using this product as a cot, there are no legs on the ends of the seating surface (backrests). Placing weight on one end
can cause the other end to fly up or damage the backrest. Do not sit or place weight on either end of the cot, where you would
rest your head or feet. (Refer to the “Cot” subsection in the “Method of Use” section)
● When used as a cot, this product is for single-person use only.
● Take care not to let your fingers, etc. get pinched during assembly. After you finish assembling it, press the seat and backrest
with your hand to ensure that it is securely assembled before sitting on it.
● Do not impact or aggressively rock this product, as doing so can cause deformation or damage. In particular, ensure that you
sit down slowly so as not to place a large burden on the low seat.
● Always keep an eye on small children sitting on this product. Standing on the seat, facing backwards, and rocking are
particularly dangerous. The backrest could accidentally come off, or the unit could fall over. Only adults should assemble this
product.
● This product is not intended for permanent use.
● This product may scratch or damage certain types of flooring.
● Store in a location with little humidity and good ventilation. If stored when wet, mildew, unusual odor, or color transfer from
the outer material can occur. Remove any grime and moisture from the product and allow to sufficiently dry before storage.
● Do not move connected base units. If you are changing locations, separate the base units first. (Refer to the “Base unit:
Connection” subsection in the “Method of Use” section)
● When transporting a base unit, ensure that it does not accidentally touch people or other objects (walls, vehicles, etc.).
● The cushion fabric, plastic parts, and backrest may become discolored due to ultraviolet light, friction, water, etc. Please note
that leaving the unit outdoors may result in deterioration or discoloration of fabric and plastic parts.
● If the fabric of the cushion or backrest has water or sweat on it, color transfer to other objects can occur. Please handle with
care.
● Please take care when wearing accessories and other sharp objects while sitting on the cushion as these may tear or puncture
the fabric.
● The color of the cushion fabric may run when washed. Please wash separately.

Base Unit: Assembly
Base unit: Attaching the Velcro tape
There are two strips of Velcro tape for each base unit. Attach them as shown in the diagram below.

Velcro loops
Velcro hooks

Base unit: Assembly
After removing the safety belts, push down on the legs from the top of the base unit to release them from the leg clasps. Slowly lift
the main unit, which will cause the legs to extend. Once the legs have extended, reattach the safety belts as shown in the diagram
below.
If the elastic cords are weak and assembly does not go smoothly, remove the handle and lift it to extend the legs.
Remove the safety belts

Push down on the legs, which are visible from
the top

Handle

Safety belt
(1) Slowly lift the main unit

(2) The legs will extend

(3) Attach the safety belts (both sides)

WARNING: Indicates conditions which may lead to death or injury of the user if the product is mishandled.
● Be sure to attach the safety belts.
● After assembly, always ensure that the leg connections are firmly inserted into the leg connection holes.
● If you quickly lift the main unit the legs may accidentally swing towards you. Also, take care not to let your hands and fingers
get pinched.

Multi-Starter Set: Method of Use
Backrest: Pipe assembly
Insert the two backrest pipes into the backrest.
Secure the assembly by hooking the elastic cords on the backrest around the fastening buttons on the pipes.

Fastening button

Base unit: Connection
To connect multiple base units together, slide the handles as shown in the diagram below, and secure them in the “LOCK” position.
Ensure that the numbers on the surfaces of the base units all read “105°” (or 115°).

Lift the handles and elastic cord
connectors, and slide them towards the
neighboring base unit. Insert them into
the “LOCK” depression, as shown in the
diagram to the left.

WARNING: Indicates conditions which may lead to death or injury of the user if the product is mishandled.
● If you release the handle while sliding it, it may forcefully spring back due to the force of the elastic cords.
CAUTION: Indicates actions which may lead to injury, damage to this product, or damage to other items.
● Do not move connected base units. Placing unnecessary force on the plastic parts of the base units can damage them.

Sofa
After connecting three base units together, fold over the backrests as shown in the diagram below, and insert them into the base
units. Place the cushions on top.
<Schematic>
Fold over

Note!
If you insert the backrests with the
numbers on the surfaces of the
base units reading “105°”, the
backrests will be at an angle of
105°. Likewise for 115°. Please
assemble at the angle you desire.
Place cushions on top

WARNING: Indicates conditions which may lead to death or injury of the user if the product is mishandled.
● Before sitting, ensure that the legs and backrest pipes are firmly inserted into the tops of the base units (plastic parts).
● Do not sit in such a way that your body places any excessive load on the backrests.

Cot
After connecting three base units together, fold over two backrests as shown in the diagram below, and insert them into the base
units. Place the cushions on top.
<Schematic>
Fold over

Note!
Logos face
downward
s
Place cushions
on top

You can also configure the cot with one
backrest raised up, as shown in the diagram
below.

WARNING: Indicates conditions which may lead to death or injury of the user if the product is mishandled.
● For single-person use only.
● When using this product as a cot, there are no legs on the ends of the seating surface (backrests). Placing weight on one end
can cause the other end to fly up or damage the backrest. Do not sit on either end of the cot, where you would rest your head or
feet.
● If you configure this product with one backrest raised, sit such that your lower back is in contact with the backrest, as with
the sofa/chair configurations.
● If you configure this product with one backrest raised, ensure that the base units are connected. If they are not, there is a risk
that the product could tip over during use.
● If you configure this product with one backrest raised up, ensure that the backrest pipes are firmly inserted into the top of the
base unit (plastic part) before placing any body weight onto the backrest.

Chair
After assembling one base unit, fold over one backrest as shown in the diagram below, and insert it into the base unit.
Place one cushion on the seat surface, and attach the other as a backrest as shown in the diagram below.
<Schematic>
Fold over

Arrange cushions

Attach Velcro
Fasten cord

WARNING: Indicates conditions which may lead to death or injury of the user if the product is mishandled.
● Before sitting, ensure that the legs and backrest pipes are firmly inserted into the top of the base unit (plastic part).
● Do not sit in such a way that your body places any excessive load on the backrest.

Table
The base unit can be used as a table by combining it with two Wood Table W Bamboo units (CK-126T, sold separately).
CAUTION
Perform these tasks
while pressing on the
handle with one hand as
shown in the diagram.
Otherwise, the handle
could accidentally
detach.

Pull out the
elastic cords
in the legs.
Attach the cords to the cord
hooks on the underside

[Installing the CK-126T Wood Table W Bamboo units]
(1) Hook the elastic cords over
the corners of the table surfaces

(2) Line up the edges of the table surfaces

(3) Slowly lower

WARNING: Indicates conditions which may lead to death or injury of the user if the product is mishandled.
● Take care not to let your hands, fingers, etc. get pinched during assembly.
● Do not use Wood Table W Bamboo units (CK-126T, sold separately) that are extremely warped. They could slip accidentally,
causing objects on the able to fall off, etc.
● Do not place any sources of fire on the table.

Multi-Function Table Bamboo Series: Connection
Base units can be connected to a Multi-Function Table Bamboo (CK-116T, sold separately), Multi-Function Table Long Bamboo
(CK-117T, sold separately), Multi-Function Table Corner L Bamboo (CK-118T, sold separately), and Multi-Function Table Corner
R Bamboo CK-119T, sold separately).
*Please use either the Iron Grill Table 300 Leg Set (CK-109, sold separately) or the IGT2WAY Leg Short Set (CK-109, sold
separately) set to 300mm for the legs on the Multi-Function Table Series.
Multi-Function Table Series
Accessory Rail Joints

Flat side faces
downwards

CAUTION
When attaching a MultiFunction Table in the
longitudinal direction, ensure
that at least three base units
are connected to each other.
Otherwise, the balance could
be upset, causing the units to
tip over. (One base unit is
sufficient for the latitudinal
direction.)

WARNING: Indicates conditions which may lead to death or injury of the user if the product is mishandled.
● Thoroughly read the instruction manual for each item being used in combination first.
● Do not place more than 30kg on the tabletop of a Multi-Function Table Series Table. Do not sit on a Multi-Function Table
Series Table. Doing so may damage the connectors, causing it to tip over.

Storage shelf

Backrest pipe
*Attach two backrest pipes at
opposite corners on each level.

Rest on the
fastening button

WARNING: Indicates conditions which may lead to death or injury of the user if the product is mishandled.
● Do not stack more than 3 units, and do not exceed a maximum load of 20kg per base unit.
● Install in a flat, sufficiently spacious, safe area. An earthquake or other external factor could cause the product to tip over,
which could lead to injury or property damage.
Storage shelf: Transportation by vehicle
When transporting by vehicle, attach four backrest pipes. Stack the remaining base units as shown in the diagram below, or transport
them individually.

Attach four backrest pipes,
one at each corner

DANGER: Indicates actions from which life-threatening, major accidents are clearly expected.
● Ensure that this product does not obstruct the rear window or side windows.
● Ensure that the main unit and its contents do not fall out of the vehicle while the vehicle is moving.
● Keep multiple units unstacked and level if driving on bumpy roads. Otherwise, they may become damaged or tip over.
● Besides these instructions, also observe all traffic laws.
WARNING: Indicates conditions which may lead to death or injury of the user if the product is mishandled.
● Stacked base units can accidentally tip over. Be sure to attach all four backrest pipes.

Inspection and Care
● If the elastic cords have deteriorated or are stretched out, please request replacement (paid) from our User Service department.
● After use, thoroughly wipe off any grime, moisture, etc. and store in a well-ventilated, shady area.
● Clean plastic parts and aluminum parts with a cloth soaked in a diluted neutral detergent, and wipe off the detergent with a cloth
soaked in water. Then wipe with a dry cloth, and allow to dry naturally in a shady area.
● When washing the cushions, remove the urethane inside and wash only the fabric, placing it in a laundry net.
● The backrests contain a wooden core, so they cannot be washed in a washing machine. If they are dirty, wipe with a cloth that
has been soaked with water and then wrung out, and allow to dry naturally in a shady area.
Quality Assurance
In the unlikely event that any product you have purchased is defective, please contact the store where you purchased it, our company,
or the address noted on the individual product. If it is a manufacturing defect, the product will be repaired or replaced free of charge.
In other cases, the product will be repaired for a reasonable price. Whether a product will be repaired or replaced will be determined
at our discretion. The product may not be guaranteed or repaired in the following cases.
1. The product was not used as per the instructions manual.
2. The product’s life span has been reached due to the aging of its materials.
3. The product was damaged by modification or rough handling.
4. The product was damaged by an unforeseen accident.
5. The product was damaged by something other than a manufacturing defect.
6. The product was damaged by dirt or rust.
7. A malfunction or breakage occurred due to disassembly.
8. A malfunction occurred due to part deformation or breakage caused by dropping or other impact.
9. The deterioration, breakage, or damage of a consumable part, or associated malfunction.
10. The product was damaged due to it being used in combination with another company’s product.
Repairs
● Do not attempt to modify this product. Doing so may decrease its functionality or strength. Modified products will not be repaired.
● If serious repairs are required, please contact the store where you purchased this product or our User Service department.
● If you are asked to send the product for repairs, ensure that it is sufficiently dry and clean before sending it.
● Freight and repair expenses will be handled as follows.
1. If subject to compensation: Our company will bear the round-trip freight expenses and repair expenses.
2. If not subject to compensation: The customer will bear the round-trip freight expenses and repair expenses.

If you have any questions or concerns,
please consult the store where you
purchased this product or contact our
User Service department.
Snow Peak User Service
0120-010-660 (9:00am – 5:00pm)
Email: userservice@snowpeak.co.jp

Snow Peak Inc.
456 Nakanohara, Sanjo-shi,
Niigata-ken 955-0147
TEL: 0256-46-5858
FAX: 0256-46-5860
www.snowpeak.co.jp
MADE IN CHINA

